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Breakout-Room 5: 

Overall situation – comments and suggestions 

1. What works well? 

2. What challenges remain? What kind of improvement do students suggest? 

Comments and suggestions 

I want some activities for foreign students and teaching more Ukrainian language 

and Russian language thank you 

Well ! It’s been an amazing performance by my University till now & I hope it 

continues for everyone and it will be easy for all the students if the university get 

attached with the international courses like ACCA, CIMA etc.  

Thank you!  

Please extend tha dormitory closing time. Thank you. 

Please include foreign students in the extra curricular activities  

A better relationship  between  Ukrainian students and  international students ,by 

creating a forum to get them engaged and active  

Perfect  

Good  

To get a app time table for the student  

Nice evaluation  

Krok provides intellectual lectures, because they engages in critical thinking, 

research, and reflection about the reality of society, I suggest the university have to 

upgrade their hostel conditions, because most students are living for an apartment.  

My German teacher kind of makes it hard for me to understand her teaching because, 

she doesn't really form a relationship with her students. So, this is really kind of 

discouraging to attend her classes. 

If possible stop the increase of fees due to inflation. it will put a lot of disinterest in 

incoming or potential student if this news if this news is famous.  

Everything is good  

We need there help cause there a lot of racism in the school 

I just feel if the university can just do there best to always show support, care and 

companion for us the international student also.  

No suggestions  

Better dormitories please  

No comment  

Great test 

Nice questionnaire   

Thank you so much  ,you gave me chance share my opinion  

Agree 

It is by no doubt to say that Krok university has one of the best staff I have ever come 

across as far as universities and foreign students' issues are concerned in Ukraine 
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and Kyiv in particular. They are welcoming, good at their jobs, understand the 

challenges of students, and help them come out of it and not just living them lose 

and confused. They Accept their shot comments and try as much to become better 

and outstanding within and out of the city. I am proud to be a student of this 

institute. 

In my view, dealing should be direct with international students 

I will suggest that every student should have a solution finding mindset in their 

academics. 

The university should strengthen the guidance and relationship with students.  

hope more faculty introduction and more communication  

It is recommended that schools offer more language courses and give international 

students opportunities to participate in international conferences. 

Increase exchanges between local and international students in Ukraine, such as the 

student partner system 

Visit factories, farms 

All are very good！ 

It will be nice  to have a Ukrainian student who can deal with the payment of 

academic papers, it is difficult for international students to handle on their own 

sometimes. 

thank for Ukraine goverment about the questionnaire, I hope the university can give 

us more opportunity to contact with the Ukraine students and Ukraine clture 

Good scenery, warm people, I like Ukraine very much 

It is recommended that the school expand the communication and exchange 

channels between the tutor and the students, and promptly help students solve 

many problems encountered in study and life. 

Improve the living conditions,  optimize courses, enhance the research level and 

provide more the communication platform for all students. 

more English study to us 

I am very grateful to the school and teachers for their help to me 

No suggestions 

No comments  

communicate 

Establish a study companion system,It is conducive to mutual language.  

I suggest the Ukraine government and all university should always try and be more 

considerate in dictation and decision making.. They should understand a little it not 

easy for most of the foreigners.. 

The university is great 

Non 

The lack of compromise of students and teachers creates the perfect environment for 

mediocrity. Students are not capable to front Higher Education with the level of 

Ukrainian language they get at the end of preparative courses ( In my opinion the 

level acquired is A2 if being optimistic), which causes that most of the foreign 

students skip lectures and practices in order to avoid being ridiculized or attend to 
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lectures and practices but without understanding most of the content. At the end of 

the semester (especially in 1st and 2nd course, is a classic to observe foreigners 

begging teachers to let them pass. Since I've experienced it myself, I can tell that it 

doesn't really feel to study in a university, the sensation of being treated like an easy 

money object is denigrating, is like the university inherently send the message:" As 

long as you have the money to pay us, you can graduate and pass".  

The suggestion I can give to avoid this is to improve the language courses to get at 

least  B2. It could be also important to take their admission to university in a more 

serious way, it would be helpful if the university put as a requirement to give a 

language's exam admission before foreigners start studying in 1st course. This would 

make the work easier for everyone, for teachers, Ukrainian students, and of course 

for foreign students. The challenge of a test for admission would definitely inspire 

students to take the study of the Ukrainian language as a personal and professional 

compromise ( since they might be rejected from the university if they don't pass the 

language's test). With a satisfactory knowledge of the Ukrainian language, foreign 

students can improve their results in university, in their studies' environment, and 

even in their personal lives! 

With expelling I don’t think it nice 

Mariupol State University is the best.... Slava ukriane 

Mariupol state university is a university that has enlightened me more academically, 

especially in the field I chose and has also displayed excellence in relating with 

international students and I suggest that the Ukrainian government or the 

responsible body compliment the effort of this university because I see it competing 

with rest of its counterparts not just in Ukraine but around the world. 

Suggestions to Ukrainian people and to the government please try to make a system 

in the country that when children will go to school they will learn at least basic 

English.Ukraine government need to put system in the school to university need to 

learn at least basic English.if this happened in the future Ukraine will be the 

education and developing ideal country of the world.believe me just learn basic 

English.thank you so much  

behalf of our University i will like to welcome every foreign students 

the foreign students office should offer internships to students 

This text is very interesting because you answer about your university thanks  

I am very proud to study in MDU. 

My suggestion concerning international students integration at my university is as 

follows, in regards to my suggestion I would like international students integration 

process to be fixable. International students shouldn’t face difficulties in taking 

transfers to study at my university. International students integration, should be 

done by the students themselves no third party should be involved in term of agent 

taking initiative for students enrolment should not be allowed. Concerning 

international integration at my university is excellent.  

Tank yours 
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It will very helpful for international students to study all course on english first then 

ukrainian for those who are interested 

My experience in university in Ukraine was very great mix between pleasure and  

disappointment but I will always keep in my mind the good part .. the problem it’s 

not with the university but with people some of them are just barbar they act like 

except them they are no more people in the world.. my suggestion it’s to ask a 

university to organized more event and make people who’s live far from city know 

that  except Ukrainian existing other people who love Ukraine thank you  

Please because of corona virus we have to continue learning online 

My university is one of the best and I suggest that they should introduce English 

courses for international students. 

Our international head of department Lidiia and valarii is very good and they always 

help us a lot and I'm very great full to have this kinds off good teachers thank you 

For international students integration I suggest that Ukrainian students and foreigner 

student have a group of two or three to communicate and study after lessons 

I love Mariupol state university because the teachers and staffs are friendly  

The social order should be improved. 

I think the current situation is quite good, and I have no other comments or 

suggestions. 

I hope to learn more about studying in Ukraine 

Set up language classes and organize activities with local students. Choose a life 

mentor and regularly organize outdoor activities in Ukraine 

Mariupol state university is my favorite university in Ukraine, international 

department office is working very well.  

It was helpful! 

Can do better 

Provide a way to publish papers 

It was interesting answering these questions  

The school should provide orientation programs,  

No comments, thank you! 

No comments, THANK YOU  

no comment . THANK YOU FOR ALL . 

this was helpful  

please take international students seriously, and provide teachers who speak 

english.  

we pay money to get the universities services, not to spend our entire day on google 

translate. 

No comment.  Everything here at university or in Ukraine is very good 👌 

Provide opportunities to communicate with Ukrainian students 

Make sure, the teachers can speak English before accepting any foreign students.  

I like to study at Mariupol State University 

I am happy to study at Mariupol State University and I think that they work very good 
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I think my University is the best in Ukraine. International Office Staffs are are good  

and helpful.  

Invite more students for study 

Online is the best for a time like this. 

It was a nice question and things to know about... 

Good to study here 

Lessons for practicing a language and trying to talk about it despite their lack of 

knowledge. A teacher who gives full dialogue and returns it between them and 

integrates Akran into foreign application rooms that will help them learn a language 

quickly How, either a foreigner with a Ukrainian, or creating joint work activities 

between a foreigner and a Ukrainian, research or topic, or punishing Ukrainian 

students and foreigners by cleaning together the university will also help to get 

acquainted and integrate better than expelling 

Good questionnaire, let's hope that I was able to help and that we will be more 

comfortable or better followed in our academic journey  

Good 

this idea for me to ask students and keep in touch with them and know more about 

how they think about the university that study for it’s helpful and give more good 

results. 

thanks 

Thank you for this opportunity  

In my opinion and addition of it's success, will be more better if it make specialities 

with different languages as english and frensh  to open up more to foreign students 

who are unable to learn the official language of the country    

Its nice to study in ukrainian 

Thank you 

[You know nothing Jon Snow] : Ygritte from Game of thrones  

Thaks 

I want to succeed in my studies ❤ 

the education system is very good, i like to study here in ukraine properly in odessa.  

I have good teachers and good colleagues help me a lot when I have some difficulty.  

studying in ukraine and e top, i love cities people at last. wonder 

Some professors deal with us with racism 

And also the students who are at the university 

The most important points you need to focus on are: 

1. Listen to the students because we are the ones studying we know what's good for 

us and what's bad NOT YOU 

2. We need to understand your culture  

3. Activities for stress relief 

4. A folder or website where we have all our lectures and work we need to complete 

and TRANSLATED TO ATLEAST ENGLISH. because even we learned the language after 

one year, when we go to the lectures WE DON'T UNDERSTAND SHIT OF WHAT THE 

PROFESSOR SAYS  
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5. Try to copy your educational system from advanced countries it's a good start ( 

seriously talking) 

And thank you for your time and this opportunity to release some steam which 

caused me depression for the last 6 or 8 months and have a good day ;) 

 


